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Report Preparation

The information in this report was collected from a wide variety of campus constituents and represents broad participation by the campus community through all the major participatory governance bodies.

The review of the document was called for by a formal agenda item on one or more regular meetings of each governance body. Comments from these reviews were incorporated into the document.

The following participatory governance groups reviewed the document:

- Student Senate
- College Planning Council (reviewed at two separate sessions)
- Academic Senate
- Classified Consultation Group
- Dean's Council
- Board of Trustees (reviewed at two separate sessions)

The report was organized and finalized by a workgroup consisting of the following people:

- Dr. Lori Gaskin, President/Superintendent
- Robert F. Else, Senior Director, Institutional Assessment, Research, and Planning (Accreditation Liaison Officer)
- Dr. Jack Friedlander, Executive Vice President, Educational Programs
- Dr. Paul Bishop, Vice President, Information Technology
- Dr. Ofelia R. Arellano, Vice President, Continuing Education
- Joseph Sullivan, Vice President, Business Services
- Patricia English, Interim Vice President, Human Resources and Legal Affairs
- Leana Bowman, Grant Coordinator, Educational Programs
RESPONSES TO TEAM RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendation 1: The team recommends that the college more closely integrate the resource allocation process for faculty hiring with program review and other planning processes. (I.B.3.)

Recommendation 1 Update: At its February 24, 2010 meeting, the Academic Senate approved a change in the Administrative Procedure 4170A for conducting program reviews to include the addition of a new program review template for requesting new and replacement faculty positions.

As a result of this change, the process for requesting and approving new and replacement tenure-track faculty positions is more structured and aligned with the college's resource allocation process. The process is detailed below:

(1) Departments include in their program reviews new faculty positions they will be requesting and if known at the time they are preparing the program review, requests to replace vacant faculty positions, and the rationale for these requests.

(2) Annually, the Chancellor's Office for the California Community Colleges provides colleges with their preliminary full-time faculty obligation for the upcoming year. This, to a large degree, controls the actual number of new and replacement positions a college will hire.

(3) This information is shared with the College Planning Council, the college's participatory governance body with oversight of policy and fiscal direction, and used to determine the number of new and replacement faculty positions to fund for the upcoming year.

(4) The Executive Vice President sends a letter to all department chairs and deans announcing the process and deadline for requesting new and replacement faculty and the estimated number of positions that will be funded.

(5) Departments submit their requests, drawn from their program review resource requests, for new and replacement faculty positions to the Academic Senate for review and ranking.

(6) The Senate rankings of faculty positions are reviewed by the Executive Vice President, Educational Programs and the Superintendent/President to assess whether the positions being recommended for funding are in line with institutional priorities. If there is a disagreement with the Senate recommended ranking, the Executive Vice
President and/or the Superintendent/President meet with the Senate to share their perspectives. To date there has yet to be a case when the administration and the Senate have not reached a successful resolution of the positions to be considered by the College Planning Council for funding as part of the institution's budget planning process.

(7) The Senate’s ranking of new and replacement faculty positions is submitted to the College Planning Council for its review and approval on the number of positions to fill. In most years, by the time the College Planning Council receives the Senate’s rankings, it knows the actual number of full-time faculty the college is required by the state to hire to meet its full-time faculty obligation.

This improvement has resulted in a clearer integration of requests for new and replacement faculty positions into the college's process for planning and resource allocation.

Evidence:
- R1-1: Academic Senate Minutes 02-24-10.pdf
- R1-2: AP 4170A, including template for requesting new and/or replacement faculty

Recommendation 2: The Team recommends, reflecting its own planning agenda, that the College conduct regular, comprehensive evaluations of its participatory governance structure, including charters and memberships, with a focus on each constituency's inclusion and effectiveness, emphasizing the role of managers. (IV.A.2.a; IV.A.5)

Recommendation 2 Update: The college’s June 2009 Institutional Self-Study included two interrelated Planning Agendas in Standard IV.A.5:

1. In 2009-10, develop a framework for regular evaluation and improvement of institutional shared governance and decision-making structures and processes and conduct the evaluation. (Standard IVA.5 page 371 #1)
2. In 2010-11, develop and implement a plan that responds to the evaluation of each constituency group’s effectiveness in the shared governance process.

The 2008-11 College Plan also contains these same two objectives, and others, under the heading of Governance, Decision Support, and Fiscal Management.

A work group of College Planning Council (CPC) members was formed in Fall 2009, chaired by the Vice President for Human Resources/Legal Affairs, to develop an approach to these two goals. The work group's plan included a baseline philosophy and
definition of shared governance, a draft survey instrument, and a project timeline. The plan was presented and discussed at CPC meetings on April 6, April 20, and May 4, 2010. The plan called for surveying the following governance bodies:

- College Planning Council
- Academic Senate
- Student Senate
- District Technology Committee
- Classified Consultation Group

and the following committees (non-governance groups):

- Facilities, Safety, Security, and Parking Committee
- Board Policies and Administrative Procedures Committee
- Personnel Benefits Committee

In May 2010, the survey was administered to the above eight groups. Survey results were subsequently distributed and discussed by each of the groups.

Highlights of the survey results across all groups include

- Survey response rate was high, averaging 86% for the governance groups and 72% for the non-governance committees.
- Almost everyone reported perfect or very regular attendance at their group’s meetings.
- Orientations for new group members are almost never given, and there were differing opinions on whether orientations were needed. However, there were differing stated beliefs as to the purpose of each group.
- Most believe their groups are functioning well overall.
- More information is needed when decisions are to be made.
- There is a need for wider participation in discussions within the group.

Although the preparation and administration of this survey was an important step, the college recognizes the need for further action to sustain these improvements. Plans include the following:

- The process will be repeated at regular intervals, beginning in Spring 2013.
- The office of Institutional Assessment, Research, and Planning will be responsible for the overall framework and ensuring that the process takes place regularly, including the response to each constituency group’s evaluation. However, each group will determine for itself the best means of evaluating its effectiveness in the shared governance process.
- The Board of Trustees and the Continuing Education Consultation Council will be added to the list of governance groups to be surveyed.
The recommendation also asked us to emphasize the role of managers in the participatory governance process. Towards that end, on July 26, 2012, the Board of Trustees ratified a contract between the Teamsters Local No. 186 and the District. One aspect of our collective bargaining agreement included adding a unit representative to five key College committees, including those involved with shared governance. Since that time, we have added Supervisory Bargaining Unit representatives to several key committees of the District. Offered as examples, these representatives are now present at College Planning Council, the College Fiscal Committee, the Health and Wellness Employee Benefits Committee, the Facilities Committee, Management Professional Growth committee, and Board Policies and Administrative Procedures committee. By including Supervisory Bargaining Unit representatives to these committees, the involvement and role of college managers has been increased and elevated in the overall organization.

NOTE: See also Planning Agenda 4.1 and 4.2.

Evidence:
- R2-1: Survey Instrument pdf
- R2-2: Survey Results (8 pdf's)
- R2-3: July 26, 2012 Board minutes - Teamsters contract is item 2.3

Recommendation 3: The Team recommends that the college evaluate the efficacy of its administrative structure, considering rapid growth in enrollment, increasing institutional complexity, including the rapid, extensive infusion of technology, and its recently revised mission statement. (IV.A.5; IV.B.2.a)

Recommendation 3 Update:
The Team's visit three years ago (October 2009) coincided with the start of a prolonged period of significant budget reductions imposed upon the California Community Colleges. As a consequence, the college has been contending with the impacts of rapidly and steeply declining revenues in the face of unprecedented student demand. The pressing need to implement re-organizations and re-allocation of administrative responsibilities as a result of fiscal constraints (e.g., unfilled administrative positions) has been the reality with which the college has had to contend. The dual circumstances of vacant positions coupled with the need to align expenditures with shrinking revenues have prompted re-examination of the extant administrative structure. An outcome of this has been the necessity to re-organize in order to maintain an adequate administrative infrastructure. Such adjustments and realignments have been made across the institution, most notably in the areas of Business Services and Educational Programs (including programs within Student Services). Each has lost administrative positions
which have prompted an internal assessment of the efficacy of the administrative structure and a consequent reorganization in order to maintain basic functions and services. Our Classified Consultation Group recommends that future evaluations extend to the classified staff, to assess changes in organizational structure and workload, and provide for input regarding the efficacy of the administrative structure.

A formal evaluation of the college’s administrative structure has recently been conducted across Continuing Education, the program area which encompasses adult basic education, lifelong learning, and noncredit course offerings. Necessitated by changing policy, regulatory, and funding priorities at the state level, the college engaged in an extensive process involving key constituent groups in rethinking both the nature of the Continuing Education program and its administrative structure to ensure long-term sustainability. As a consequence, the operational structure is being pared down and restructured in ways that maximize the inter-relatedness of programs and services and the efficiencies gained through reorganization.

Evidence:

- R3-1: CE Reorganization documents prepared by Jack Friedlander and Lori Gaskin

Recommendation 4: The Team recommends that the college complete the process of revising its Board of Trustees Policies and associated Administrative Procedures. (IV.B.1.b; IV.B.1.e; IV.B.2.c,)

Recommendation 4 Update: In response to this recommendation, the college’s Board Policies and Administrative Procedures (BPAP) Committee immediately commenced a focused effort to update board policies and administrative procedures. Progress was made throughout the latter half of 2009-10, 2010-11 and 2011-12. However, given the enormity of this task, workload demands, and staffing limitations including the retirement of the Vice President of Human Resources/Legal Affairs who chaired BPAP, progress on this project has slowed. To address this pace and see the effort to completion, the Board of Trustees approved a consulting agreement with the Community College League of California (CCLC) on August 23, 2012. The League is providing assistance to the college in undertaking the comprehensive review and update of all Board policies and administrative procedures using the college’s governance structures to oversee and integrate with the effort. It is anticipated that this detailed examination and rewrite will conclude in late spring semester 2013 with an updated set of board policies and administrative procedures which are aligned with the League’s templates and accessible via various modalities (i.e., print, online).
See also Planning Agenda 3.2 and Planning Agenda 4.3.

Evidence
- R4-1: Contract with CCLC
- R4-2: BPAP Minutes, or link to BPAP website

Recommendation 5: The Team recommends that the Board of Trustees regularly evaluate the Superintendent/President's performance, following Board policy. (IV.B.1.j)

Recommendation 5 Update: Board Policy 2435 requires that the Board conduct an evaluation of the Superintendent/President no later than July of each year. The Board administered the evaluation of the Superintendent/President consistent with this policy in 2008-09, 2009-10, and 2010-11. During the 2011-12 academic year, the Superintendent/President position was assumed on a one-year interim basis by a long-time Santa Barbara City College academic administrator. A Board evaluation of the Superintendent/President was not completed in that year.

The newly hired Superintendent/President joined the college in July 2012. During the July 27, 2012 special meeting of the Board of Trustees a discussion of the evaluation process for the Superintendent/President took place as a start to this annual cycle. The Board will conclude this current year evaluation process by the 2013 deadline so noted in Board policy.

Evidence
- R5-1: Board minutes from July 27, 2012 Special Meeting, at which the Board adjourned to Closed Session to discuss the Public Employee Performance Evaluation (Government Code 54957) for the Superintendent/President
RESPONSES TO SELF-IDENTIFIED ISSUES

Planning Agenda: 1.1 The College will develop and administer a student questionnaire for Continuing Education to assess student satisfaction. (Standard IA.1 p.82)

Planning Agenda 1.1 Update: During Fall 2009, the Continuing Education (CE) Division staff, in consultation with the Office of Institutional Assessment, Research and Planning designed two Student Satisfaction questionnaires to survey students enrolled in non-credit courses. One questionnaire surveyed students enrolled in “enhanced” state supported non-credit courses or programs such as ESL, Adult High School Diploma Program, General Education Development (GED), and short-term vocational certificate programs. The second questionnaire surveyed students enrolled in “non-enhanced” state supported non-credit courses such as Education Programs for Older Adults, Health & Safety, Family and Consumer Sciences, and Parenting Education.

The purpose of the questionnaires was to learn more about the experiences of students taking Continuing Education non-credit course, scheduling preferences, sources of information, estimated programs and their development, and satisfaction with various aspects of the program and with Santa Barbara City Continuing Education Division. The Office of Institutional Assessment, Research and Planning prepared the final reports.

Survey 1: Survey for Enhanced Programs

The survey for enhanced certificate programs was administered in English and Spanish in Fall 2009 to students at a variety of locations. Ninety-three (93) English and 151 Spanish surveys were completed for a total of 246 respondents. The main findings of the survey are as follows:

- The majority of students were between the ages of 30 and 49 (42%) and identify with a Latino ethnicity (82%).
- A majority of the students (51%) were employed on a part-time basis.
- The highest proportions of students were enrolled in ESL classes (61%), following by computer courses (31%).
- Students were very satisfied with Continuing Education. Ninety-six (96%) of students would recommend Continuing Education to a friend.
- Students expressed a very high level of satisfaction with instruction and coursework, enrollment, campus facilities, college staff, faculty, and peers.
Survey 2: Survey for Non-Enhanced Courses and Programs

The CE Division’s survey for non-enhanced courses and programs was administered in Fall 2009 to students at a variety of locations. Three-hundred twenty seven (327) surveys were completed. The main findings of the survey are as follows:

- The majority of students were age 50 and above (79%), female (69%), and white, non-Latino (84%).
- The highest proportion of students were enrolled in Older Adult courses such as art classes (43%) followed by craft classes (28%), and psychology (21%).
- Students are overall very satisfied with Continuing Education. Ninety-eight (98%) would recommend Continuing Education to a friend.
- Students expressed a very high level of satisfaction with instruction and coursework, campus facilities, college staff, faculty, and peers.

Evidence:

- P1.1-1: Continuing Education Division Non-Enhanced Courses Student Experiences Survey (Fall 2009) including results
- P1.1-2: Continuing Education Division Enhanced Courses Student Experiences Survey (Fall 2009) including results

Planning Agenda 1.2: The draft of the Educational Master Plan will be completed by October 2009 and finalized by December 2009. (Standard IB.2, p.103)

Planning Agenda 1.2 Update: The completed draft of the Educational Master Plan was reviewed by the Academic Senate at its October 14, 2009 meeting and by the College Planning Committee at its October 20, 2009 meeting. The plan called for the final version of the Educational Master Plan to be completed in 2011-12 under the leadership of the Executive Vice President, Educational Programs and the Director of Facilities. However, with the advent of the Executive Vice President, Educational Programs appointment as the Interim Superintendent/President for the college for the 2011-12 academic year, the decision was made to postpone the completion of the Educational and Facilities Master Plans and their integration into the Educational Master Plan until the new college president was hired and the Executive Vice President, Educational Programs returned to his position. The college is in the process of hiring a consultant to
assist it in completing its Educational Master Plan. It is intended for this planning process to commence in 2012-13.

Evidence:

- P1.2-1 Educational Master Plan Draft 11/19/2009
- P1.2-2 Academic Senate Minutes 10-14-09 EMP discussion.pdf
- P1.2-3 CPC Minutes 10-20-09 EMP discussion.pdf

Planning Agenda 1.3: Enhance the College's decision support system to expand user access to information needed to conduct planning and assessment processes. (Standard IB.3, p.106)

Planning Agenda 1.3 Update: The following actions have taken place:

- A search for a new Decision Support System software platform began in late 2010. In April 2012, after evaluations and demonstrations by various vendors, Tableau was chosen as the best solution for providing wide access to dashboards and data needed for decision-making. (www.tableausoftware.com)
- The college is now in the process of rolling out Tableau to an initial group of approximately 50 users, and will expand to college-wide access by mid-2013, at which point this planning agenda will be deemed complete.
- In December 2011, representatives from Institutional Research and Information Technology joined forces to form the SPIRIT workgroup (Strategic Planning for IR and IT), with the mission of creating a common software code library and data warehouse that will provide a single source of truth for the various reporting systems, including Tableau. The group meets regularly (weekly or bi-weekly) to review new contributions to the code library.
- In July 2012 the Data Warehouse Workgroup was formed, and has begun designing, creating, and documenting the various data structures in the Data Warehouse.

Evidence:

- PA1.3-1: Extract from SPIRIT meeting minutes
- PA1.3-2: Sample Tableau data visualization

Planning Agenda 1.4: By September 2010, evaluate the effectiveness of the first full year of the SLO Implementation Cycle. (Standard IB.3, pp.106, 115)
Planning Agenda 1.4 Update: By the end of September, 2012, all credit division departments will have completed each of the following five components of the college’s Student Learning Outcomes Implementation Cycle. They will have: (1) written student learning outcomes for all courses and student services programs; (2) defined program student learning outcomes (PSLOs) for all state approved certificate and degree programs and for all student support programs; (3) mapped the course student learning outcomes (CSLOs) to the program student learning outcomes and to the institutional student learning outcomes (ISLOs); (4) assessed and entered into eLumens, the SLO management system, the student performance data, and faculty/student services comments about student performance; and (5) written and submitted for approval to the SLO Coordinating Committee course improvement plans (CIPs) for all courses and student services programs.

Each department is required to review its student performance PSLO data and include that data and analysis in their program review. The student performance data on the institutional SLOs is scheduled. The student performance data on the institutional SLOs is scheduled to be reviewed on an annual basis beginning in October, 2012 by the SLO Coordinating Committee and the Committee on Teaching and Learning. A complete report on SLO performance and on strategies departments have identified to improve student learning will be prepared by the SLO Coordinating Committee and the Committee on Teaching and Learning. A complete report on SLO performance and on strategies departments have identified to improve student learning will be prepared by the SLO Coordinating Committee in March, 2013 and submitted for review to the Academic Senate, the Student Services Leadership Coordinating Committee, the College Planning Council, and to the Board of Trustees by June, 2013.

Planning Agenda 1.5: By June 2010, evaluate the College’s revised planning and resource allocation process and identify modifications needed for its improvement. (Standard IB.3 pages 106, repeated under Standard IB.4 on p.109)

Planning Agenda 1.5 Update: In discussions during 2010, three primary improvements in the planning and resource allocation process were identified:

1. A flowchart was created to define the process for prioritizing and processing facilities-related requests. Health and safety issues, basic repairs, and/or repairs required for compliance with city/state/federal codes are considered mandatory; all others are routed through the college’s Program Review process for ranking. This improvement was implemented in 2011.

2. The Planning and Resources Committee defined improvements to the web-based Program Review software application, to streamline the collection and
dissemination of departmental objectives, plans, and resource requests. For example, the equipment template was updated to distinguish between new and replacement items. Online help was added to clarify areas where questions frequently arose, such as the when equipment requests should be classified as “technology” items. These software modifications were made in 2011 and used during the 2011 Program Review cycle.

3. Our Classified Consultation Group recommends that the Program Review process include the participation of classified staff. This recommendation will be considered in our next Program Review cycle.

Evidence:

- PA1.5-1: Facilities Request Process Flowchart 2012.pdf

Planning Agenda 1.6: By April 2010, evaluate the extent to which eLumen is providing the SLO performance data reports needed to help inform discussions for improving student learning and achievement. The results of this assessment will be used by the SLO Coordination Group, in consultation with the Academic Senate, the Committee on Teaching and Learning, and the Student Services SLO Coordination Group, to identify changes that could be made to improve the effectiveness of this software for capturing and reporting the data needed to document and improve student learning. (Standard IB.5, p.111).

Planning Agenda 1.6 Update: The College uses the eLumen system to manage the SLO process. This software tool is integrated into the college’s student and curriculum databases (Banner). The eLumen system allows faculty and staff the interface to enter the course SLOs (CSLOs), program SLOs (PSLOs), and the mapping of those CSLOs to the PSLOs and to the Institutional SLOs (ISLOs). Using this course-based assessment process, faculty and student support staff enter CSLO scores which, in turn, establish PSLO and ISLO performance reports automatically in eLumen.

In 2010, the Faculty Resource Center staff developed a spreadsheet outlining three new reports it needed eLumen to turn into report structures. In November, 2010, eLumen developed each of the following reports requested:

- Institutional statistics report
- Program level statistics report
- Course level statistics and evidence

The Institutional Statistics Report lists all the active catalog courses, whether the courses have CSLOs written or not, and if they are mapped to the PSLO’s. The ISLO’s
mapping component still needs to be integrated into this screen but can be found in another report (Accreditation Analysis section 2.8). The Institutional Statistics Report also indicates whether or not student performance data has been entered for each CSLO class and each PSLO for student support programs. It also specifies whether or not the course or program improvement plans (CIPs) have been written.

The **Program Statistics Report** lists the courses in a program and whether or not the courses have CSLO's. It also indicates if they are mapped to PSLO's and ISLO's. In addition, this report lists courses needing to be scored or require a CIP (Course Improvement Plan) be written.

The **Course Statistics and Evidence Report** shows the same lists as the Program Statistics Report, but breaks the information down to the course level. Each course in the selected program displays the CSLO’s, the group of PSLO’s to which it has been mapped, all of the semesters the course has been taught, and includes all the CIP’s (full text) written for that course.

The college has asked eLumen to develop additional reports and reporting features. It agreed to do so and will include them in its next release scheduled for completion by January, 2013. It will add:

- ISLO mapping in the Institutional Statistics report.
- A list of classes never offered or without students.
- A list of courses without CSLO scores, including section numbers and instructors.
- The ability to run all existing reports over a specified number of semesters, not just a single semester.

In May, 2013, the FRC staff, led by the SLO Coordinator, in conjunction with the members of the SLO Coordinating Committee, the Committee on Teaching and Learning and the Academic Senate, will complete an evaluation of the report produced by eLumen to provide faculty and staff with the information they need to improve student learning.

---

**Planning Agenda 2.1**: Faculty in individual departments will review SLO data comparing students in online sections with those in face-to-face sections when this data first becomes available in 2009-10. By September 2010, improvement plans will be developed based on the review of the data collected. (Standard IIA.1.b, page134)

**Planning Agenda 2.1 Update**: This planning agenda item has not been implemented and will not be pursued. The interface that sends information from the Banner student
information system to the eLumens SLO-tracking system does not include whether a
given course is online or face-to-face. To manually reconstruct this information in
eLumens is impractical due to the time difficulty of the software and data modifications
required. Though eLumen has a Scoring Completion Report, it simply identifies whether
or not faculty have entered scores on the CSLOs for their students. To protect individual
faculty members from having their SLO performance data used for their evaluations,
scores for individual sections of a course are aggregated for the purposes of review,
analysis and improvement. Therefore, while comparisons between distance learning
and face-to-face sections of the same course are made, there will not be an effort to do
so for student performance on SLOs in distance learning vs. non-distance learning
sections of the same course.

Planning Agenda 2.2: By the end of the Fall 2009 semester, an online SLO training
site for adjunct faculty will be completed. (Standard IIA.1.c page136 #1)

Planning Agenda 2.2 Update: The Faculty Resource Center (FRC) staff, which
includes the SLO Coordinator, have developed a comprehensive website
(http://slo.sbcc.edu) to guide all faculty through the processes required for completing
the SLO tasks assigned to them, adjunct and full time. The site contains guides,
tutorials, submission forms covering SLO composition, rubric development, SLO
mapping and scoring, and the writing of CIPs (Course Improvement Plans).

Planning Agenda 2.3: In September 2009, the SLO Project Coordinator will work
closely with the Student Senate to involve more students in the dialogue pertaining to
the improvement planning process and the evaluation of SLO performance measures.
The president of the Student Senate will be asked to appoint one or two students to
serve as members of the SLO Coordinating Group and one or two students to serve on
the Student Services SLO Coordinating Group. (Standard IIA.1.c page136 #2)

Planning Agenda 2.3 Update: The Executive Vice President and the SLO Project
Coordinator met with the Student Senate to lead a discussion on Student Learning
Outcomes on October 16, 2009. One of the outcomes of these meetings was the FRC
developing an SBCC Student Senate SLO Guide which is posted on the SLO web site
(http://slo.sbcc.edu). On October 23, 2009 the Student Senate selected four senators to
participate on the SLO and Student Services Coordination Group. Subsequently, on
October 30, 2009, the Student Senate President requested an update from the Student
Senate about participation on the SLO Coordinating Groups (minutes attached).
Further, at its October 30, 2009 meeting, two members of the Student Senate were appointed by the president of the Student Senate to serve as members of the SLO Coordinating Group and Student Services Coordinating Group. Starting in fall, 2012, the SLO Coordinating Group, which will include two students appointed by the president of the Student Senate, will meet on a regular basis which will enable the students to plan their schedules to attend these meetings.

Evidence:

- PA2.3-1: October 16, 2009 Student Senate Minutes
- PA2.3-2: October 23, 2009 Student Senate Minutes
- PA2.3-3: October 30, 2009 Student Senate Minutes

Planning Agenda 2.4: The SLO Coordinating group will analyze data that include both instructional and student support SLOs and make recommendations for improvement. (Standard II.A.1.c page136, #3)

Planning Agenda 2.4 Update: With the completion of the data entry for the first full SLO Implementation Plan Cycle and the availability of the tools and reporting capabilities from eLumen, the SLO Coordinating Group will begin in October, 2012 its analysis of the instructional and student support services SLO data. It will report its recommendations to the Academic Senate and the College Planning Council in May, 2013. The Academic Senate’s Committee on Teaching and Learning will take the lead in analyzing student performance on the ISLOs. The committee will make recommendations for workshops for faculty, student services staff, and for students which focus on strategies that can be used to improve student learning and mastery of the competencies measured by the ISLOs. This list of workshops will be sent to the Faculty Professional Development Committee and to the FRC to be developed and offered. Prior to this year, the SLO Coordinating Committee and the Committee on Teaching and Learning used available SLO data to guide its requests for tools and reports needed from eLumen.

Planning Agenda 2.5: In 2009-10, the Continuing Education Division will use the Curriculum Oversight Committee (COC) to plan and implement the SLO Cycle for Continuing Education courses. (Standard II.A.1.c page136 #4)
Planning Agenda 2.5 Update: The Continuing Education Division is the non-credit and community service branch of the College. In 2009, the Curriculum Oversight Committee was renamed Curriculum Review Committee (CRC), and expanded its membership to include additional non-credit Continuing Education faculty. The CE dean drafted new procedures that delineated the roles and responsibilities of administrators and faculty CRC members. The CE administration shared revisions with non-credit faculty representatives who will review the final document this fall 2012. The CE Division section of the 2008-2011 College Plan delineated specific goals for reviewing Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs). However, this limited the scope of this work to only include courses and programs in the Basic Skills, College Preparation and Career Preparations areas. The CE Division administration expanded the cycle to include personal enrichment and lifelong learning courses.

In 2011, the CE administration began the revision of active course outlines for all non-credit courses and programs. All outlines reviewed by CRC required Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs), and an evaluation component. The CE Division, in consultation with the California Community College Chancellor's Office (CCCCO), drafted a Course Inventory folder created by the data manager.

The CE Division has officially entered four-hundred twenty-three (423) state-funded course outlines of record into the CCCCCO system by the data manager as approved courses with clearly stated SLOs. Seventy-nine (79) courses are currently pending CCCCCO approval. The SLOs on all outlines (including those for tuition/fee-based courses) were reviewed and discussed by the CRC Committee to ensure that they clearly related to the course content and stated in measureable terms.

Evidence
- P2.5-1: Curriculum Committee Review (CRC) Procedures
- P2-5.2: CE Curriculum Inventory of New Outlines with SLOs completed

Planning Agenda 2.6: During Fall 2009, Continuing Education directors and dean, in consultation with the Vice President of Continuing Education, will implement a consistent faculty evaluation plan. (Standard IIA.1.c page136 #5)

Planning Agenda 2.6 Update: The work on faculty evaluation for Continuing Education began in 2009. In July 2009, the CE Faculty Evaluation Committee composed of three faculty, one dean, one classified staff, and one director, revised the document "Policies and Procedures for the Evaluation of Adjunct Faculty" (approved by the Board of Trustees, May 2001).
The CE Faculty Evaluation Committee revised the documents to include unique considerations for non-credit faculty. The Committee submitted these documents, including actual evaluation instruments, to the Human Resource department and the college superintendent/president, for formal vetting with Board Policies and Procedures (BPAP) Committee. The Human Resources department suggested further consultation with non-credit faculty.

In Fall of 2010, the CE dean drafted a new document entitled "Continuing Education Division Procedures for the Evaluation of Adjunct Faculty", along with charts more relevant to non-credit courses and a scoring system that differed from credit. The CE dean vetted the narrative of the document with representatives of the Continuing Education Instructors Association (CEIA). CEIA has not yet received the second component (scoring system) for review and feedback. The CE dean will review the scoring system with CEIA in Fall 2012.

However, the current plan, reviewed by the Academic Senate president, is to allow CEIA to examine three possible procedures for evaluation of faculty: the old version; the credit version; or the third version created this past year. Once faculty recommends the final evaluation process, the CE Division will implement the evaluation process.

Evidence

- P2.6-1: Version II- Draft of Proposed Evaluation for CE Adjunct Faculty (credit model)
- P2-6.2: Version III- Draft of CE Adjunct Faculty Evaluation

Planning Agenda 2.7: Achieve Objective 2.5 in the College Plan 2008-11 which states that "the Continuing Education Division will initiate the Student Learning Outcomes cycle in all non-credit courses eligible for enhanced funding and complete the SLO cycle in 1/3 of the courses per year beginning academic year 2009-10." (Standard IIA.2.b, page 145)

Planning Agenda 2.7 Update: The CE Division achieved this objective as documented in the CE Division Tactical Plan for the 2008-2011 College Plan. The ESL Department piloted course SLOs in two ESL level courses in summer 2009. However, the CE Division has not achieved the objective of evaluating 1/3 of enhanced courses.

In Fall 2009, a decision was made to purchase the eLumens SLO-tracking software for the CE Division to record SLOs and assessment results, and to produce reports. The eLumens software company trained Continuing Education directors and administrators in 2010. At that time, SLOs were entered into the system for each program and rubric design discussed. However, technical problems and reorganization issues delayed
further training until 2012. At this time, the CE administration is working with eLumens to revise the data load to reflect the current organizational structure of curriculum. Once this is complete, the CE Division will conduct further training to design appropriate rubrics so that assessment of stated SLOs can begin and the data entered into the system.

Evidence:

- P2.7-1: CE Proposed SLO Timeline
- P2.7-2: CE Division Tactical Plan Update 2008-2011

Planning Agenda 2.8: In 2009-10, the Dean of Educational Programs who oversees Student Development, Counseling and Matriculation will explore opportunities for more efficient and timely evaluation of external transcripts including the use of DARS, use of Optical Character Recognition technology to convert hardcopy transcripts to data files and participation in the development of emerging electronic transcript exchange systems. (Standard II.A.6.a, page 168)

Planning Agenda 2.8 Update: Advances in e-transcript technology and systems since this Planning Agenda was written have made these systems more efficient and cost effective than OCR technology. Admissions & Records and Information Technology are pursuing electronic transcripts as a more viable solution to capture, evaluate and utilize external transcript data in conjunction with College Source uAchieve (aka DARS). The Degree Audit Reporting System (DARS) product is ready to receive electronic transcripts and an articulation database is being developed.

After test evaluations and implementation of two electronic transcript applications, eTranscript and Credentials, it was determined that Credentials gave the college a much more robust system for ordering and processing transcripts. The Credentials Transcript system will still allow the college to send to trading partners in the eTranscript exchange as well, giving the college the broadest spectrum of trading partners. Currently, the Credentials Transcript system is being integrated with the Student information system.

On April 2, 2012 phase one implementation of the Credentials online transcript processing system was completed. The college is currently engaged in phase two implementation including the transmission of transcripts electronically. Transcripts will be sent utilizing both eTranscript California and Credentials to maximize the number of trading partners. Phase two is expected to be completed by year end 2012.

Phase three implementation will include receiving transcripts electronically into the document management system and degree audit software uAchieve (aka DARS).
Alternatives to the current document imaging system are being explored. This phase will be dependent on the selection and implementation of a new college wide document imaging solution.

Evidence:

- P2.8-1: Credentials, Inc. contract
- P2.8-2: e Transcript CA contract (Dan Watkins)
- P2.8-3: e Transcript CA implementation/testing notes

Planning Agenda 2.9: Beginning in 2009-10, the Information Technology and the Institutional Assessment, Research and Planning departments will expand options for timely and accurate data extraction and reporting tools available to credit and Continuing Education student support service departments. (Standard IIB.1 page 185)

Planning Agenda 2.9 Update: In January 2009, the Administrative Systems and Institutional Research departments formed a joint Reporting Workgroup to standardize and organize the reports in our Argos reporting system, which is used across campus for operational reporting. We have over 1,000 reports available in Argos, and users reported difficulty in finding what they need. The workgroup made the following improvements:

- Added a Continuing Education set of reports
- Made reports easier to find by adding a searchable report catalog, and designing a new more intuitive directory structure for the reports
- Standardized report naming conventions
- Created a standardized Report Request Process
- Improved data integrity and security

Planning Agenda 2.10: By Spring 2012, the Board Policies and Administrative Procedures Committee will complete the process of reviewing all existing Board policies and administrative procedures, separate policies from procedures as appropriate, revoke obsolete policies and procedures, format and number all existing policies according to CCLC guidelines, and post all current policies and procedures to one location on the College Web site. All electronic access to College policies will be derived from a common source and multiple versions will be eliminated. (Standard IIB.3 p. 190)

Planning Agenda 2.10 Update: Given the enormity of this task, workload demands, and staffing limitations, progress on this project had been slow. To address this pace and see the effort to completion, the Board of Trustees approved a consulting agreement with the Community College League of California on August 23, 2012. The League is providing assistance to the college in undertaking the comprehensive review
and update of all Board policies and administrative procedures using the college’s governance structures to oversee and integrate with the effort. It is anticipated that this detailed examination and rewrite will conclude in late Spring semester 2013 with an updated set of Board policies and administrative procedures which are aligned with the League’s templates and accessible via various modalities (i.e., print, online).

Evidence:

- P2.10-1: CCLC Contract

Planning Agenda: 2.11 By Fall 2010, the Dean of Educational Programs, Technology and the Committee on Online Instruction (COI) will develop and administer a survey of online students to determine the support services students need to successfully complete their courses. (Standard IIC.1.c page 234)

Planning Agenda 2.11 Update: A recommendation of the college’s Distance Education Task Force was to conduct an online survey of essential student services that students enrolled in distance learning classes asked to have available and at times and formats that they could easily access. A draft of this survey was created by the dean overseeing distance education. This survey can be found at https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/Student_Services_for_Distance_Education. In order to allow time for the college to acquire and implement a full-range of tools for distance learning students to access the full complement of online services, the decision was made to delay administering this survey until spring, 2013. The survey will be reviewed in Fall 2013 by the Committee on Online Instruction (COI) and it will be distributed to students enrolled in distance learning classes in spring 2014. In the past year, the tools required by distance learning students to access the full range of college services have been integrated into the college’s learning management system, allowing distance education students direct access to these services via the Web, through e-mail and chat, by phone and other appropriate methods. Distance education students are now accorded equivalent access to student services as their counterparts who enroll in classroom-based instruction.

Evidence:

- P2.11-1: The survey at https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/Student_Services_for_Distance_Education
Planning Agenda 3.1: Monitor on an ongoing basis the efficacy of performance review processes for all employee groups and make changes, as needed. (Standard IIIA.1.b page 254)

Planning Agenda 3.1 Update: The efficacy of performance review processes for all employee groups has been monitored since our 2009 Self-Evaluation. Although we stated our belief that we met the standard at that time, we also believed efforts could be made in this area which would result in a more systematic approach by those responsible for evaluating others, plus a better understanding of this important responsibility.

Since 2009, we have applied technology to the faculty evaluation process and related archival storage needs. Our practice had been to produce and provide paper copies of prior evaluations to members of faculty evaluations committees. Since 2009, we have scanned hundreds of prior faculty evaluations into a database. Rather than provide paper documents, we provide a time-sensitive email link to these documents to participating faculty evaluation committee members when conducting a faculty evaluation. Access to this link expires after a defined duration.

Aside from the sheer convenience to the committee, this process modification provides for better document control over these sensitive records, is more respectful of our environment, and solves a related, challenging storage issue for us. This change to an electronic process has been well received by those involved in the faculty evaluation process.

The shared management and supervisory evaluation process is slated for formal study and potential revisions during the upcoming year. The process, procedure and actual paperwork offer many opportunities for improvement. This is an item of shared interest with the Supervisory bargaining unit, who represent our supervisors, as well as with the management group, and our current Board of Trustees. A work group of interested stakeholders will be formed to propose improvements to our existing process, procedure and paperwork, projected for possible implementation during 2013-14.

Staff evaluations are less timely than ideal, but timeliness is not the primary need for improvement in this area. These evaluations very often lack substance and appropriate, constructive, meaningful feedback regarding performance. Too frequently, these documents are submitted with factor ratings only, with no written feedback provided. This is justified by supervisors as "a cautious approach."

Our staff supervisors would benefit by enriched re-training in this important area of responsibility. For some, the sense of urgency about submitting a completed evaluation on time has taken precedence over conducting an appropriate, thorough and thoughtful
performance evaluation. For others, the path of least resistance is to indicate that performance has been "satisfactory" during the review period, when that is not an accurate or truthful performance rating. Because the supervisor has not executed their own supervisory responsibilities during the evaluation period, by providing feedback close in time to an incident, by properly documenting performance during the review period, the supervisor has left themselves little choice aside from providing this "average" rating.

There is great opportunity for improvement in the area of our staff performance evaluations: inherent is a change in mindset that performance evaluations are an annual event. Ideally, performance should be an on-going dialogue between the supervisor and the staff member. The performance review document reflects an annual snapshot, capturing most all of what has already been discussed during the year, with new goals established for the upcoming period.

Providing additional supervisory training may result in some improvement in this area, but the critical need is different and much greater. The need is for an organizational culture change, which results in the supervisor grasping a deeper understanding and respect for their important role in the organization, and how their execution of these critical staff-related responsibilities will effect change across the entire organization. Beyond simple inclusion, rather a new emphasis on this component, the role and responsibilities as a supervisor, in the new management evaluation process, will be essential to begin and sustain this culture change.

Planning Agenda 3.2: The Superintendent/President will bring BPAP's recommendations for policy revisions or new policies to the Board for review and approval on a regular basis. By Spring 2012, through BPAP, the College will complete the process of 1) reviewing all existing policies and procedures; 2) separating policies from procedures, as appropriate; 3) revoking obsolete policies and procedures; and 4) formatting and re-numbering, as appropriate, all existing policies and procedures using the CCLC format and numbering system. Proposed new Board policies and administrative procedures will follow the CCLC format and numbering system, as much as possible. (Standard IIIA.3 p.262-263, repeated under Standard IV: Leadership and Governance on page 380)

Planning Agenda 3.2 Update: Given the enormity of this task, workload demands, and staffing limitations, progress on this project had been slow. To address this pace and see the effort to completion, the Board of Trustees approved a consulting agreement with the Community College League of California on August 23, 2012. The League is providing assistance to the college in undertaking this comprehensive review and
update of all Board policies and administrative procedures using the college's governance structures to oversee and integrate with the effort. It is anticipated that this detailed examination and rewrite will conclude in late Spring 2013 semester with an updated set of Board policies and administrative procedures which are aligned with the League’s templates and accessible via various modalities (i.e., print, online).

See also Recommendation 4 and Planning Agenda 4.3

Planning Agenda 3.3: By December 2009, the Director, Facilities and Campus Development, working with appropriate staff, will develop the College’s design and construction standards and incorporate sustainable practices where appropriate. (Standard IIIB.1 page 291 #1)

Planning Agenda 3.3 Update: In early 2009 the College worked with legal counsel to establish the process for developing District design standards to be able to specify proprietary materials and equipment and do so in a manner that meets Public Contract Code 3400 (b)(2). On February 26, 2009 the Board of Trustees passed Resolution No. 28 (2008-2009) enabling applicable college staff (Director of Facilities & Campus Development) to develop and issue a schedule of District standards to standardize the procurement, maintenance and replacement of materials and equipment incorporated in the District’s public works and other facilities. Since then, the Director of Facilities & Campus Development has worked with college staff, vendors and suppliers to compile information on products currently used throughout college facilities. This effort has resulted in the online District Standard Materials and Equipment design standards document that was utilized in the development of the Humanities Modernization project which is funded by the Measure V bond. As a LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) Accredited Professional, the Director of Facilities & Campus Development is preparing this document to ensure the college meets the highest levels of sustainability possible within the prescribed project budget.

Planning Agenda 3.4: By Spring 2010, the Director, Facilities and Campus Development, in collaboration with appropriate staff, will revise the College’s standard construction specifications to incorporate sustainable practices where appropriate. (Standard IIIB.1 page 291 #2)

Planning Agenda 3.4 Update: The Director of Facilities & Campus Development assisted the project architect and LEED consultant in the development of the construction documents for the School of Media Arts (SoMA) project. This project was designed to meet the requirements of a LEED certified or silver level of certification
through the United States Green Building Council (USGBC). Although the project has been postponed, the construction documents developed for this project have been used as a template to develop District construction specifications that ensure the college meets the highest levels of sustainability possible within the prescribed project budget.

Planning Agenda 3.5: By spring 2011, the Director, Facilities and Campus Development, in collaboration with appropriate staff, will develop the College’s Integrated Pest Management to improve sustainable practices. (Standard IIIB.1 page 292 #3)

Planning Agenda 3.5 Update: This plan is complete and will be posted to the Facilities & Operations website by Fall 2012.

Evidence:
- P3.5-1: Appropriate doc(s) from F&O website

Planning Agenda 3.6: By Spring 2010, the Director, Facilities and Campus Development, in collaboration with appropriate staff, will develop the College’s recycling plan to improve sustainable practices. (Standard IIIB.1 page 291 #4)

Planning Agenda 3.6 Update: The design and construction documents that were prepared for the School of Media Arts (SoMA) project will be used as a template for the development of a college-wide recycling plan. A preliminary document entitled Santa Barbara City College Green Cleaning Plan was submitted to the USGBC as part of the SoMA project’s LEED certification process and will be used as the basis for this college wide plan. This plan will be completed and posted to the Facilities and Operations website by Fall 2012.

Evidence:
- P3.6-1: Appropriate doc(s) from F&O website

Planning Agenda 3.7: By Fall 2010, the Vice President for Information Technology will form a task force to establish and gather baseline data on the information technology training needs of the campus community, analyze this data, and develop training improvement plans. (Standard IIIC.1.b page 326 #1)

Planning Agenda 3.7 Update:
In Fall 2009, the IT department assembled a group to address this need. The Staff Resource Center (SRC) conducted a survey to determine the training needs of the College staff. Results of the survey indicated that the majority of staff prefer face-to-face training in a classroom setting, there was a need for Microsoft Office skills update training, many staff were unaware or unskilled in use of some of the College’s internal systems, and release time is needed in order for staff to attend training in the SRC during work hours.

In response to the survey results, the SRC developed a training plan in July of 2010 to address the needs identified (that report begins on the next page). Several new courses were created and classroom attendance statistics were gathered.

- Total number of class attendees in 2010: 137
- Total number of classes: 52 (14 courses)

By 2011, the SRC had adjusted its course offering, consolidated several courses, and began exploring alternative course delivery methods.

- Total number of class attendees in 2010: 207
- Total number of classes: 41 (6 courses)
- Attendance increase of 51%

In 2012, IT and the SRC began a focus on Google Apps training in anticipation of the migration from the college’s mail platform from Novell Groupwise to Gmail. As of July, approximately 49 departments have been trained, with additional training scheduled up to the date of the pending migration in late Fall.

Delivery of a new training needs survey and an update to the plan is scheduled for Fall 2012.

- 2012 - Total number of attendees: 283
- Total number of classes: 44 (5 courses)
- Attendance increase of 36% from 2011 and 106% from 2010

Evidence:

- P3.7-1: Staff Resource Center 2010 Training Plan
Planning Agenda 3.8: Educational Programs staff will study the feasibility of expanding its existing support for students and faculty from a five-day per week 8:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m. service, to one that includes nights and weekends in recognition of the 24 hour, seven day a week nature of contemporary higher education. (Standard IIIC.1.b page 326 #2)

Planning Agenda 3.8 Update: By embedding technical support into its learning management system (LMS), the college ensures that distance education students have 24/7 access to support via through e-mail, by submitting a trouble ticket, and via other Web-based services such as self-help videos. Students also have 24/7 access to a growing body of frequently asked questions (FAQs) through http://online.sbcc.edu. A recommendation of the college’s Distance Education Task Force, which has since been implemented, has been to continually update the FAQs through the use of an automated software-driven FAQ builder known as Get Satisfaction. Although concerns raised by the local classified staff union have prevented the college from outsourcing night and weekend technical support, the Student Technology Help Desk increased its hours of operation to six days a week during the Fall and Spring academic semesters and throughout summer session. Faculty support is handled through the I.T. Help Desk, operating Monday-Friday, 8:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.

Planning Agenda 4.1: In 2009-10, develop a framework for regular evaluation and improvement of institutional shared governance and decision-making structures and processes and conduct the evaluation. (Standard IVA.5 page 371 #1)

Planning Agenda 4.1 Update:

This planning agenda repeats the content and spirit of Recommendation 2. Please see the Recommendation 2 Update for the response to this planning agenda.

Planning Agenda 4.2: In 2010-11, develop and implement a plan that responds to the evaluation of each constituency group’s effectiveness in the shared governance process.

Planning Agenda 4.2 Update:

This planning agenda repeats the content and spirit of Recommendation 2. Please see the Recommendation 2 Update for the response to this planning agenda.

Planning Agenda 4.3: The Superintendent/President will bring BPAP’s recommendations for policy revisions or new policies to the Board for review and approval on a regular basis. By Spring 2012, through BPAP, the College will complete
the process of 1) reviewing all existing policies and procedures; 2) separating policies from procedures, as appropriate; 3) revoking obsolete policies and procedures; and 4) formatting and re-numbering, as appropriate, all existing policies and procedures using the CCLC format and numbering system. Proposed new Board policies and administrative procedures will follow the CCLC format and numbering system, as much as possible.

Planning Agenda 4.3 Update:

This planning agenda repeats the content and spirit of Recommendation 4 and Planning Agenda 3.2. Please refer to those sections for an update on this item.
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